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Our
Mission

Our vision is to become the cornerstone of
every crypto enthusiast's journey, offering a
comprehensive suite of tools that cater to both
novice and seasoned investors. 

We strive to be at the forefront of technological
advancement, leveraging AI, machine learning,
and blockchain compatibility to create a
seamless, inclusive ecosystem for crypto
enthusiasts worldwide.

At ScanX Ai, our mission is to
democratize access to advanced
cryptocurrency tools, empowering
users to navigate the digital asset
space with confidence and clarity. 

1

2 We aim to revolutionize the crypto

landscape by providing innovative,

user-centric solutions that simplify

complex analytics and portfolio

management.
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The Token Analyzer, an integral component of ScanX Ai's Telegram

bot, serves as a sophisticated hub delivering comprehensive metrics

and analytics for various tokens within the crypto market.

Detailed Metrics:
Access comprehensive data on token performance, market trends, historical
patterns, and critical metrics crucial for informed decisions.

TOKEN ANALYZER

Performance Evaluation:
Evaluate token volatility, historical prices, liquidity, market capitalization, and more
for a complete overview of token performance.

Real-time Updates:
Stay informed instantly with up-to-date data, enabling quick responses to market
changes and investment prospects.

Comprehensive Insights:
Gain access to a wealth of data encompassing token performance, market trends,
historical patterns.
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MULTI-TOKEN NAVIGATION:

STREAMLINED ANALYSIS:

CUSTOMIZABLE METRICS:

TREND IDENTIFICATION:

RISK ASSESSMENT:

USER EMPOWERMENT:

Effortlessly explore various tokens, facilitating thorough
analysis for better comprehension of each asset's potential.

Compare metrics directly for a clearer understanding of strengths
and weaknesses across tokens.

Personalize displayed metrics to focus on preferred data points for
tailored insights.

Track historical data to identify market trends, assisting in
anticipating future token movements.

Evaluate volatility, liquidity, and historical patterns for a
comprehensive risk analysis.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS:

Equip users with tools and insights to confidently navigate crypto
complexities, fostering informed investment strategies.

Simplify complex data into user-friendly insights, aiding
informed investment choices through the Token Analyzer.
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HOW TO USE TOKEN ANALYZER?

Accessing Market Insights:
Locate and tap the "Market Insights" button within the ScanX Ai interface.

Exploring Token Trends:
Once inside, navigate through the section to explore token trends.

Top Gainers and Losers:
Find dedicated sections highlighting top gainers and top losers, offering a quick overview of market
movements.

Comprehensive Market View:
Use these insights collectively for a comprehensive understanding of the current market scenario.

By following these steps, users can efficiently access and leverage market insights
to stay updated on token trends and market fluctuations.
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The Wallet Analyzer offers a user-friendly interface to

effortlessly explore and comprehend transaction data.

Users can delve into transaction histories, track portfolio

changes, and assess risk factors to better manage their

crypto assets.

Unveiling Transaction Insights
The Wallet Analyzer within ScanX Ai is a powerful

tool designed to provide users with in-depth

insights into their cryptocurrency transactions and

holdings.

Transaction Insights: Gain a comprehensive

view of your wallet transactions, including

transaction history, frequencies, and

transaction sizes.

Portfolio Overview: Access a detailed

breakdown of your cryptocurrency holdings,

allowing for a clear understanding of your

portfolio composition.

Empowering Crypto Management:
By leveraging the Wallet Analyzer,

users gain a deeper understanding of

their wallet activities, enabling more

informed and strategic decisions in

managing their cryptocurrency

portfolios.
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FEATURES OF
WALLET ANALYZER

The Wallet Analyzer in ScanX Ai offers a comprehensive toolset for users
to gain deep insights into their cryptocurrency transactions and portfolio

activities.

Transaction Trace:
Uncover detailed transaction histories, exploring frequencies, amounts, and destinations
for a comprehensive grasp of your crypto movement.

Portfolio Perspective:
Access a granular breakdown of your cryptocurrency holdings, providing a clear overview
of your portfolio's structure and asset distribution.

Behavior Analysis:
Identify and dissect recurring transaction behaviors, offering insights into evolving
spending or investment patterns over time.

Risk Evaluation:
Assess transaction stability and reliability, detecting potential vulnerabilities or anomalies
in your wallet activities.

Decision Mastery:
Leverage these tools to make informed choices, gaining crucial insights for optimizing
cryptocurrency portfolios and transactions.
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WALLET ANALYZER
HOW TO USE

Access Wallet Analytics:
Tap the "Analytics" button in ScanX Ai to explore your wallet data.

Review Investment Performance:
Navigate the analytics section effortlessly to assess your investments.

Set Alerts:
Use the "Set Alerts" option to define specific thresholds for notifications.

Real-time Notifications:
Receive instant updates on wallet activities, ensuring timely insights into transactions and
portfolio changes.
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Leverage ScanX Ai's advertising capabilities to expand your market reach and connect

with potential investors or users deeply interested in the crypto space.

These benefits empower crypto projects and businesses to maximize their advertising

efforts, ensuring a targeted approach that resonates with their audience within the

cryptocurrency landscape.

Enhanced Visibility:
Increase the visibility of your crypto projects or offerings through strategically placed

advertisements within relevant channels and communities.

Analytics-driven Campaigns
Leverage data-driven insights to optimize your advertising strategy. Track and analyze

campaign performance metrics to refine and improve promotional efforts.
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Access a wide range of tools for tracking, analyzing, and managing crypto investments,
including insights into transaction histories, portfolio breakdowns, and risk
assessments.

© 2023 DEXFIN

PORTFOLIO TOOLS
CONVENIENCE

COST-EFFECTIVE

MULTI-ACCESS

TRANSPARENCY

INNOVATION

INTEROPERABILITY

ScanX Ai simplifies crypto portfolio management by offering a user-friendly
interface that consolidates diverse investment tools and analytics in one platform.

By providing a centralized suite of portfolio management tools, ScanX Ai reduces the
need to navigate multiple platforms, saving users time and potential fees associated
with multiple transactions.

ScanX Ai ensures transparency and security in portfolio management, leveraging
blockchain verification for transactions, fostering trust among users within the crypto
ecosystem.

Remaining at the forefront of technological innovation, ScanX Ai continuously introduces new
features and services, keeping users updated with the latest trends and developments in the
crypto space.

Enhancing interoperability, ScanX Ai's network selection feature allows users to leverage
different blockchain networks, fostering a more interconnected and versatile crypto
landscape.
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To embark on your journey with SCANX AI, the foremost step is to create a wallet that is

compatible with the ETH Chain. Ensuring the safety and security of your assets is crucial,

so make sure to meticulously follow the setup guide and take the necessary precautions

to back up your recovery phrases. 

For a hassle-free experience, we suggest opting for one of the below wallets, which are

known for their simplicity and user-friendliness:

Desktop/Web Browser:

MetaMask - (Guide)

Mobile/App:

Trust Wallet - (Guide)

SafePal - (Guide)

MathWallet - (Guide)

ONTO Wallet - (Guide)

TokenPocket - (Guide)

BitKeep Wallet - (Guide)

Remember - NEVER, under any situation, should you ever give someone your private key

or recovery phrases.

HOW TO BUY SCANX AI TOKEN?

The native tokens of ETH Chain are on ERC20. To do most things on Etherium Chain, you will
need to pay gas, which comes in the form of  ETH.

To get ETH tokens, we recommend the below ways:

💰 Binance.com - You can withdraw tokens as ERC20 via your Binance account (if you have
one). Bear in mind you need an account to do so.

Click here as: Here's a quick guide they made to help you out.

CONNECT YOUR WALLET
You've made a wallet and got your ETH tokens. Now you just need to connect your

wallet with SCANX AI, and you're good to go!

© 2023 ROBOMINT.STORE

TOKEN

BUY!
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https://metamask.io/download.html
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/connecting-metamask-to-binance-smart-chain
https://trustwallet.com/
https://www.binance.com/en/blog/421499824684901157/How-to-Set-Up-and-Use-Trust-Wallet-for-Binance-Smart-Chain
https://safepal.io/download
https://blog.safepal.io/binance-smart-chain-x-safepal/
https://mathwallet.org/en-us/
https://www.onto.app/en
https://www.tokenpocket.pro/en/download/pc
https://bitkeep.org/
https://www.binance.com/
https://www.binance.com/en/support/faq/85a1c394ac1d489fb0bfac0ef2fceafd
http://robomint.eu/


Tokenomics

Token information

Name: -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ScanX Ai

Symbol:----------------------------------------------------------------------------- $SNX

Max Total Supply:-------------------------------------------------------------1,000,000

Type: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------ETH

Contract -------------------------?

Percentage

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Pink Sale

UniSwap Liquidity Pool

Marketing, Treasury, Project...

Liquidity Allocation

Operational Expenses Allocation

Token Distribution
Pink Sale (60%):

Dedicated for the initial token sale.

UniSwap Liquidity Pool (37.5%):
Allocated to provide liquidity within the
UniSwap platform.

Marketing, Treasury, Project Costs, etc.
(2.5%):

Allocated for funding marketing campaigns,
treasury support, project expenses, and
operational costs.

Liquidity Allocation (60%):
Specifically earmarked for providing liquidity
across platforms.

Operational Expenses Allocation (40%):
Designated for broader operational aspects
such as marketing endeavors, treasury, and
general project expenses.
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The bot charges 0.1% fee for buy and sell  fee for all transactions.

The referrer receives 25% of transaction fees from referees,and the
referees receive a 10% discount off their transaction fees.

SHARE REVENUE WITH
HOLDERS

TREASURY, PROJECT
COSTS ECT

65% 35%

THE REFERRER RECEIVES  
TRANSACTION FEES FROM

REFEREES

THE REFEREES RECEIVE  
DISCOUNT OFF THEIR
TRANSACTION FEES

10%25%
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1% 1%3%

1% 3% 1%

BUYBACKSDEVELOPMENT MARKETING

DEVELOPMENT MARKETING BUYBACKS
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PHASE 2

PHASE 1

PHASE 3

SETTING THE FOUNDATION

UNLEASHING THE POTENTIAL

EXPANDING HORIZONS

ROADMAP

Staking Functionality
Introduce Analytics Feature
Release Wallet Management Feature 
Unveil Market Insights 
Develop Bot Revenue Sharing 
Partnerships with Centralized Exchanges
Global Marketing Campaign (Focusing on
Chinese market)
Build community to 3000 active (Online
people)

Launch on Uniswap
Buybacks and Burns
Get listed on CMC/ CG
Dex Trending/ Eth Tending
Launch Youtube Campaign
Build adoption of application
Form Partnerships with smaller
Meme/Utility Projects
Announce Ad Revenue Share and Bot
Revenue Breakdown
Ad Revenue Share Generation

Launch Website
Release White Paper
Build Community
Release Video on How Bot Works
Debut ScanX AI Bot
 Build Social Media Presence
Engage in Tier 1 Callers on Telegram and Twitter
 Start Pink Sale Fair Launch
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Limitation of liability:

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written

material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as

buy/sell signals. Robomint be held responsible for any damages. Understand the risks

and costs associated with trading assets on the financial market (digital or otherwise).

ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investment choices available to investors.

Chances are you'll lose everything you've invested.

No Advice: 

Nobody is obligated by this white paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to donate. There is no advice in this white paper, and it cannot be used to

sell or solicit Trillions' purchase of our token, nor can it be used to construct a contract

or make an investment decision.

Investment risks:

Because of the high level of risk, cryptocurrency trading is unsuitable for all

investors. Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you

should carefully examine your investment goals, level of experience, and risk

appetite.

We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that

all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate

schedules are correct and current.

It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any

doubts, seek legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of

the information shown here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be

construed as part of any formal agreement.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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YOUR GATEWAY TO INFORMED
INVESTMENTS AND SEAMLESS

MANAGEMENT!

THANKS BY TEAM!
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